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The fifth edition of Michael L. Morgan's Classics of Moral and Political Theory broadens the scope

and increases the versatility of this landmark anthology by offering new selections from Aristotle's

Politics, Aquinas' Disputed Questions on Virtue and Treatise on Law, as well as the entirety of

Locke's Letter Concerning Toleration, Kant's To Perpetual Peace, and Nietzsche's On the

Advantage and Disadvantage of History for Life.
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Morgan continues to place all of us who teach courses in political theory in his debt. Here in one

place are gathered most of the central classics in the field. Hosanna too, to Hackett for making the

text affordable. --Joseph Aieta, III, Lasell College

Michael L. Morgan is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy, Indiana University. He is the editor of

Spinoza: Complete Works (Hackett); the co-editor (with Peter Eli Gordon) of The Cambridge

Companion to Modern Jewish Philosophy; and the author of, among other works, Platonic Piety:

Philosophy and Ritual in Fourth-Century Athens (Yale), Discovering Levinas (CUP), and On Shame

(Routledge).

Hackett is a well known publisher in the Philosophy world, i myself own 8 different books published

by Hackett, this one included. Their books are simple and to the point providing the primary sources

you need. Classics of Moral and Political Theory is no different. Below is my point by point review.1)



Combined for Ease: Hackett has essentially combined the Classics for Political Philosophy into one

bound edition. It is easy to read with appropriate font size and layout. Instead of searching to find

each book contained in this edition, a person can simply BUY THIS!2) All The Best Together: "This

is a wonderful collection of primary texts that will provide instructors with a cost-effective way to

teach the basic works of political theory." -- Michael Gillespie, Duke University3) Suggestion: I would

suggest if you know very little about political theory to first read an introductory book that will

acquaint you with terms and overall themes of political philosophy. This book assumes that you

should have that in place before reading it, do that and you will enjoy this book even more!

This collection offers the best quality for the price. I plan to assign it for my introduction to political

philosophy course.No reader of this size will be able to cover everything. Indeed, given the sheer

breadth of what must be covered omissions are inevitable. But given these constraints, the excerpts

are extremely intelligently chosen. The editor, Michael Morgan furnishes lucid and pithy

introductions that provide historical and ideational contexts for a selection of readings that favor

depth over the superficial and hyperactive breadth of some other volumes. Included in this volume

are often the full classic texts authored by thinkers within the primary traditions of Western political

and moral thought, including: Sophocles, Plato, Aristotle, Epicurus, Epictetus, Augustine, Aquinas,

Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Rousseau, Kant, Mill, Marx, Nietzsche, and Weber.And could

you get a better promotion than this from the back flap?: No less than Alasdair MacIntyre writes: "A

remarkable achievement ... May it remain in print for a thousand years." Not bad.

Some pages were falling out and because of the size of the book the edges were really worn. But

it's the right textbook.

Intense/intriguing reading.

Quick smooth deal, Thanks.

Covers all of the classics plato, locke, etc great reference for all moral/political theory.

A literal treasure trove of the greatest works, thinkers, and insights that political philosophy has to

offer. I only regret that I don't have it in hardcover.



Provides what it calls "the important parts of the most important works of moral and political

philosophy," but these limited portions of important historical works occasionally leave out portions

which change the meaning of the presented works.
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